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ton

• A novel spatial scale-selective approach to evaluate forecast flood maps

against Synthetic Aperture Radar data.

• Validation of the flood edge gives a physically meaningful measure of

prediction accuracy.

• Conventional contingency flood maps are improved by including a lo-

cation specific skilful spatial scale.
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Abstract

Flood inundation forecast maps provide an essential tool to disaster man-

agement teams for planning and preparation ahead of a flood event in order

to mitigate the impacts of flooding on the community. Evaluating the accu-

racy of forecast flood maps is essential for model development and improving

future flood predictions. Conventional, quantitative binary verification mea-

sures typically provide a domain averaged score, at grid level, of forecast

skill. This score is dependent on the magnitude of the flood and the spatial

scale of the flood map. Binary scores have limited physical meaning and

do not indicate location specific variations in forecast skill that enable tar-

geted model improvements to be made. A new, scale-selective approach is

presented here to evaluate forecast flood inundation maps against remotely

observed flood extents. A neighbourhood approach based on the Fraction

Skill Score is applied to assess the spatial scale at which the forecast becomes

skilful at capturing the observed flood. This skilful scale varies with loca-

tion and when combined with a contingency map creates a novel categorical
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scale map, a valuable visual tool for model evaluation and development. The

impact of model improvements on forecast flood map accuracy skill scores

are often masked by large areas of correctly predicted flooded/unflooded

cells. To address this, the accuracy of the flood-edge location is evaluated.

The flood-edge location accuracy proves to be more sensitive to variations

in forecast skill and spatial scale compared to the accuracy of the entire

flood extent. Additionally, the resulting skilful scale of the flood-edge pro-

vides a physically meaningful verification measure of the forecast flood-edge

discrepancy. Representation errors are introduced where remote sensing ob-

servations capture flood extent at di↵erent spatial resolutions in comparison

with the model. Relative to the spatial scale of the forecast flood maps,

the errors introduced in high resolution observations can cause the observed

flood extent to be over-estimated with lower resolution observations leading

to under-estimation. This has implications for future studies where obser-

vations are taken from multiple heterogeneous sources. Overall, our novel

emphasis on scale, rather than domain-average score, means that compar-

isons can be made across di↵erent flooding scenarios and forecast systems

and between forecasts at di↵erent spatial scales.

Keywords: Flood maps, Spatial verification, Scale selective, SAR

1. Introduction1

Timely predictions of flood extent and depth from flood forecasting sys-2

tems provide essential information to flood risk managers that enable antici-3

patory action prior to the occurrence of a potential flooding event. Evaluating4

the accuracy of flood extent forecasts against observations forms an essential5
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part of model development. Forecast flood inundation footprints are typically6

validated against remote sensing images using binary performance measures7

(Stephens et al., 2014) calculated at grid level. In order to produce a forecast8

flood map, hydrodynamic or hydraulic flood models in two-dimensions simu-9

late the flow of water using a local digital terrain model (DTM). The spatial10

resolution of DTMs has increased over recent years and is important for ac-11

curate flood mapping. For example, in the UK, the Environment Agency12

National LIDAR Programme o↵ers open source 1 m surface elevation data13

for the whole of England (Environment Agency, 2021). Additional surface14

detail to 0.3 m spatial resolution from unmanned aerial vehicle UAV-LIDAR15

data acquired in urban areas is now possible (Trepekli et al., 2021). This16

means forecast flood maps could be presented at this very high resolution. It17

is questionable how meaningful it is to present highly detailed flood maps as18

a deterministic forecast. Speight et al. (2021) note for surface water flooding19

that more detail is included in local scale flood maps than can be justified by20

the predictability of the forecast. A high resolution (HR), fine scale forecast21

flood map will show greater detail of the flood extent and the flood-edge22

location compared to a low resolution (LR), coarse scale flood map. At HR23

the discrepancy between the forecast and observed flood maps may be closer24

in terms of distance, however a small mismatch will lead to a double penalty25

impact on forecast verification. The model is penalised twice for the over-26

prediction (false alarm) and the under-prediction (miss) (Stein and Stoop,27

2019). When HR forecasts are verified against observations at grid level, the28

predictability can appear to worsen and the HR forecast would need to per-29

form better than the LR forecast to achieve the same verification score. It30
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is not meaningful to compare verification scores across di↵erent spatial scales.31

32

Verification approaches that account for uncertainties in observations and33

small discrepancies in gridded data using a fuzzy set approach (Hagen, 2003)34

have previously been applied to flood mapping (Pappenberger et al., 2007).35

However, the fuzzy set method does not incorporate variations in spatial36

scale (Cloke and Pappenberger, 2008). In atmospheric sciences, verification37

approaches that account for changes in spatial scale are well established.38

These approaches include the Fraction Skill Score (FSS), which applies a39

neighbourhood approach to assess a useful/skilful scale (Roberts and Lean,40

2008) of a precipitation forecast. Dey et al. (2014, 2016) developed the FSS41

approach to produce location specific agreement scales between the forecast42

and observed fields to understand the spatial predictability of an ensemble43

forecast. Other spatial scale approaches include the wavelet method of scale44

decomposition, where the forecast and observed fields are decomposed into45

maps at di↵erent scales by wavelet transformation and subsequently verified46

(Briggs and Levine, 1997; Casati and Wilson, 2007). Cloke and Pappen-47

berger (2008) note that this method is extremely sensitive to o↵setting of48

maps. In general, the performance of forecast flood maps are evaluated for49

the entire flood extent, regardless of flood magnitude, adding bias to binary50

performance measures (Stephens et al., 2014). Stephens et al. (2014) question51

whether it is important to validate all flooded cells, when only cells that are52

close to the flood margin are di�cult to predict. Pappenberger et al. (2007)53

evaluated model performance only on cells that were subject to change be-54

tween di↵ering model runs to address the issue of large areas of correctly55
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predicted flooded/unflooded cells masking variations in forecast skill scores.56

57

Satellite based Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensors are well known58

for their flood detection capability. Unobstructed flood waters appear dark59

on raw SAR images due to the low backscatter return from the relatively60

smooth water surface. SAR sensors also have an advantage over optical in-61

struments as they can scan at night and are not impacted by cloud and62

weather, usually associated with a flooding situation. In recent years due63

to improvements in spatial resolution and more frequent revisit times, SAR64

data has been used successfully to calibrate and validate hydrodynamic and65

hydraulic forecast models (Schumann et al., 2009; Grimaldi et al., 2016).66

Further model improvements have been shown through the assimilation of67

SAR data (e.g. Garćıa-Pintado et al., 2015; Hostache et al., 2018; Cooper68

et al., 2019; Di Mauro et al., 2020; Dasgupta et al., 2018, 2021a,b). Recent69

techniques have improved the flood detection in urban areas using medium70

and high resolution SAR (Mason et al., 2018, 2021a,b). The Copernicus71

Emergency Management Service (CEMS) (Copernicus Programme, 2021) of-72

fers freely available, open access Sentinel-1 SAR data. With two satellites73

in orbit, 10 m ground resolution and three day revisit times (for the mid-74

latitudes), Sentinel-1 data o↵ers good coverage of a potential flood event. For75

a major flood event CEMS can be triggered to o↵er additional rapid flood76

mapping. From 2021, the new Global Flood Monitoring (GFM) product77

(GFM, 2021; Hostache et al., 2021) of the Copernicus Emergency Manage-78

ment Service (CEMS) (Copernicus Programme, 2021) produces Sentinel-179

SAR-derived flood inundation maps using three flood detection algorithms80
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providing uncertainty estimation and population a↵ected estimates within 881

hours of the image acquisition. Representation errors arise where observation82

spatial scales are di↵erent from the model spatial scale (Janjić et al., 2018).83

The spatial resolution of SAR imagery suitable for flood detection varies84

across satellite constellation both historically and presently and continues85

to improve. Very high resolution (less than 3 m) imaging capabilities are86

increasingly available including TerraSAR-X, ALOS-2/PALSAR-2, and the87

COSMO-SkyMed, RADARSAT-2, and ICEYE constellations (Mason et al.,88

2021a). It is common practice to re-scale SAR-derived flood maps to match89

the model grid size for validation or assimilation with model data.90

91

The objective of this paper is to present a scale-selective approach to eval-92

uate flood inundation forecast maps and to develop a physically meaningful93

measure of flood-edge location accuracy that can be automated and easily94

applied in practice. A new approach is described and applied here to evalu-95

ate the spatial scale at which the forecast becomes useful/skilful at capturing96

the remotely observed flood extent and specifically the flood-edge location.97

The spatial skill of a forecast flood map varies with location. We aim to98

improve the conventional contingency map by incorporating the skilful scale99

to create a new categorical scale map. Also, we address how representation100

errors arising from observation spatial scale variations and interpolation have101

an impact on model evaluation.102

103

In the rest of this paper we explore the features of a novel scale-selective104

evaluation approach illustrated through application to a case study. In Sec-105
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tion 2 we describe the case study, a recent flooding event in the UK following106

Storm Dennis, February 2020, along with catchment descriptions for three107

chosen domains. The flood inundation forecasting system developed by JBA108

Consulting, Flood Foresight, (Revilla-Romero et al., 2017) is used to produce109

forecast flood maps for the event and is detailed in Section 3.1. Section 3.2110

explains two methods that are used to derive remotely observed flood maps111

from SAR imagery. Our new approach to the spatial evaluation of flood maps112

is detailed in Section 4 along with descriptions of other binary performance113

measures. The novel categorical scale map is applied to the case studies in114

Section 5, and the evaluation results are discussed. We conclude in Section115

6 and discuss the wider applications of a spatial scale approach to flood map116

skill evaluation.117

2. Flood event118

This extreme flooding event is chosen here as a case study to demonstrate119

the features of a spatial scale approach to forecast flood map evaluation.120

During February 2020, three named extra-tropical cyclones swept across the121

UK in quick succession, each bringing damaging winds and record-breaking122

amounts of rainfall (Met O�ce, 2020). This led to the River Wye reaching its123

highest ever recorded water level at the Old Bridge in Hereford (riverlevels.uk,124

2020).125

2.1. Storm Dennis February 2020126

Three named storms, Ciara, Dennis and Jorge, arrived in quick succession127

during February 2020 delivered by a powerful and ideally positioned jet-128

stream that enabled rapid cyclogenesis (Davies et al., 2020). Each storm129
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rapidly intensified and deepened bringing damaging winds and exceptionally130

heavy rainfall across the UK. This month was the UK’s wettest February on131

record and the fifth wettest month ever recorded. The UK average rainfall132

total exceeded the 1981 – 2010 average by 237% (Kendon, 2020). Locally,133

in northwest England and north Wales the rainfall exceedance was three to134

four times the typical monthly average rainfall. During this period around135

4000 to 5000 properties were flooded in the UK, with significant river water136

levels recorded in Wales, west and northwest England (Sefton et al., 2020).137

With six days between Ciara and Dennis, groundwater and river levels were138

high and soils saturated. The Environment Agency issued a record number139

of over 600 flood alerts and warnings for England (JBA, 2021).140

2.2. Catchment location and description141

Three domains, each di↵ering in hydrological characteristics, have been142

selected for forecast flood map evaluation during the storm Dennis flooding143

event. Two domains (A and B) have been chosen from the Wye catchment144

(Fig. 1). A 28.4 km length centred upon Ross-on-Wye (A) and the Wye at145

Hereford (B), a 5.8 km section. A third domain (C) includes 4 km of the146

River Lugg.147

2.2.1. The River Wye (domains A and B)148

The River Wye flows for approximately 215 km from Plynlimon at 750149

meters above ordnance datum (mAOD) in the Cambrian Mountains, mid150

Wales. It initially travels southeastwards into England where it meanders151

southwards to ultimately join the Severn Estuary. The upper catchment152

land cover is predominantly grassland with some forest cover with highly im-153
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Figure 1: Location of Sentinel-1 image acquisition over southeast UK (a) and flood map

evaluation domains (b). Domain A: 28.4 km length of the River Wye centred at Ross-on-

Wye, domain size 9.8 x 12.8 km. Domain B: 5.8 km of the River Wye at Hereford, domain

size 3.0 x 4.0 km. Domain C: 4 km of the River Lugg at Lugwardine, domain size 2.3 x

2.3 km. Base map from Google Maps.

permeable bedrock and superficial deposits of sand and gravel in the Hereford154

area (National River Flow Archive, 2021). The upstream catchment area of155

Hereford is 1896 km2. At Hereford, the only city situated on the Wye, the156

river is embanked on the north side by a deep flood wall with further em-157

bankments on the opposite side. Hereford is characterised by the Old Bridge,158

a 15th century stone bridge that creates a damming e↵ect during high river159

flows. As the Wye flows south of Hereford, the topography flattens and the160

floodplain widens, with large river meanders and a distinctive U-shaped val-161

ley.162

163
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2.2.2. River Lugg at Lugwardine (domain C)164

The River Lugg has an upstream catchment area of 886 km2 and a maxi-165

mum altitude of 660 mAOD and flows across the grasslands and agricultural166

fields of the Herefordshire plain. It has similar bedrock to the Wye catch-167

ment and a higher proportion of more permeable superficial fluvial deposits of168

sand and gravel. This is particularly evident in the Lugwardine region where169

the topography is relatively flat with little to impede the flow of floodwaters170

across the plain. The Lugg flows into the River Wye, 2 km south of domain C.171

172

2.2.3. Event hydrology173

Daily maximum river levels recorded at Ross-on-Wye, the Old Bridge,174

Hereford and Lugwardine for January to March 2020 are plotted in Figure175

2 (riverlevels.uk, 2020). The impact of the three storms on the River Wye176

is indicated by a very sharp rise in water levels from the 8th to the 10th177

February following storm Ciara. Further heavy showers maintained high wa-178

ter levels before storm Dennis brought an exceptional rise in water levels,179

peaking on the morning of the 17th February with record levels recorded at180

Hereford (6.11 m at 9.30 am UCT) and Ross-on-Wye (4.77 m at 5.45 am181

UTC). Unfortunately there are two days of missing data at Ross-on-Wye182

following the flood event. By analysing the trend between the Hereford and183

Ross-on-Wye river levels, the peak level at Ross-on-Wye was likely higher184

and later than recorded. The response of the Wye at Hereford is faster than185

at Ross-on-Wye, most likely due to the upstream location of Hereford and186

a more constrained embankment with the city center located either side of187

the river. In comparison to the fast, rapid response of the Wye, the River188
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Lugg displays a distinctively dampened response. Whilst the Lugg initially189

responded quickly to the heavy rainfall, once bankfull was reached and over-190

topping occurred the water levels remained consistently high, with floodwa-191

ters extending across the relatively flat flood plain. The annual exceedance192

probability (AEP) for the recorded peak flow of the Lugg and Wye rivers193

was 0.2 - 0.8 % (return period 120-550 years) and 0.6 - 2.0 % (160-550 years)194

respectively (Sefton et al., 2020).195

Figure 2: Daily maximum river levels (m) at Ross-on-Wye, Hereford and Lugwardine.

The dashed yellow line indicates Sentinel-1 SAR acquisition date.
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3. Data196

In this section we describe the model and observation data that we will197

use to illustrate our novel scale selective verification approach.198

3.1. Flood Foresight199

Flood Foresight (Fig. 3), developed and run routinely by JBA Consulting,200

is a fluvial flood inundation mapping system that can be implemented in any201

catchment around the globe. Flood Foresight utilises a simulation library202

approach to generate maps of real time and forecast flood inundation and203

water depth. The simulation library approach saves valuable computing time204

and allows the application of Flood Foresight in near continuous real-time at205

national and international scales. A library of flood maps is pre-computed206

using JFlow®, a 2D hydrodynamic model (Bradbrook, 2006). Note that in207

this study the flood maps are undefended i.e. temporary flood defences are208

not included. JFlow uses a raster-based approach with a detailed underlying209

DTM and a simplified form of the full 2D hydrodynamic equations that210

capture the main controls of the flood routing for shallow, topographically211

driven flow. Five flood maps at 5 m resolution are created for 20, 75, 100, 200212

and 1000 year return period flood events (corresponding to annual exceedance213

probabilities (AEPs) of 5%, 1.3%, 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% respectively). These214

are interpolated to derive five intermediate maps between each adjacent pair215

of the JFlow maps, equally spaced in return period creating a total library216

of thirty flood maps. Flood Foresight takes inputs of rainfall from numerical217

weather prediction (NWP) models, river gauge data (both historical and real-218

time) and forecast streamflow and uses these to select the most appropriate219
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flood map for the location and forecast time period. The UK and Ireland220

configurations of the Flood Forecasting Module use deterministic streamflow221

forecast data from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute222

(SMHI) European HYdrological Predictions for the Environment (E-HYPE).223

The meteorological input data for the E-HYPE model is the European Centre224

for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Atmospheric Model high225

resolution (HRES) numerical weather prediction (NWP) model on a 0.1° x226

0.1° grid with forecasts issued daily out to 10 days lead time. Forecast flood227

maps for the UK are produced on a 25 m grid length out to 10 days ahead228

(see Mason et al. (2021b) Section 2.1 for additional details).229

Figure 3: Flood Foresight flood map simulation library selection process. Source JBA

Consulting.
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3.2. SAR-derived flood maps230

Two methods are applied to derive a flood map from SAR backscatter231

values captured close to the flood peak. The second method was included232

as it provides derivation of flood maps at di↵erent spatial resolutions. A233

Sentinel-1 (S1B) image was acquired in interferometric wide swath mode234

(swath width 250 km) just prior to the flood peak at 0622 on the 17th Febru-235

ary. A pre-flood image (September 2019) from the same satellite sensor and236

track was used to derive the flood map in both methods.237

238

In the first method, the ESA Grid Processing on Demand (GPOD) HASARD239

service (http://gpod.eo.esa.int/) has been utilised. The automated flood240

mapping algorithm (Chini et al., 2017) uses a statistical, hierarchical split-241

based approach to distinguish the two classes (flood and background) using242

a pre-flood and flood image. Raw SAR images (VV) are preproccesed, which243

involves; precise orbit correction, radiometric calibration, thermal noise re-244

moval, speckle reduction, terrain correction, and reprojection to the WGS84245

coordinate system. The HASARD mapping algorithm removes permanent246

water bodies, including the river water. Flooded areas beneath vegetation,247

bridges and near to buildings will not be detected using this method. The248

HASARD flood map at 20 m spatial scale is used to evaluate the performance249

of Flood Foresight for each of the three domains out to 10 days lead time.250

251

In the second method, the same Sentinel-1 SAR image (in this case using252

both VV and VH) was processed using Google Earth Engine (GEE) to derive253

flood maps at a range of spatial resolutions (5 m to 100 m). GEE holds a254

14
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catalogue of level-1 preprocessed Sentinel-1 SAR images (Google Earth En-255

gine Catalog, 2021). A smoothing filter is applied to reduce speckle and a pre256

and post flood image are used to train a Classification And Regression Tree257

(CART) classifier (Leo Breiman, 1984; Google Earth Engine CART, 2021).258

The classifier is applied to the whole image to produce a flood map at a speci-259

fied scale. GEE uses an image pyramid approach to scale, or pixel resolution,260

analysis. This means variations in the scale selected are determined from the261

scale of the input image (Google Earth Engine Scale, 2021). The variation of262

the flood extent detected at a range of spatial resolutions and the impact of263

re-scaling and interpolation errors on performance measures are investigated.264

265

Flood Foresight forecast flood maps include the river channel and exclude266

surface features such as vegetation and buildings. To smooth the HASARD267

and GEE flood maps and allow a fairer comparison we apply a morphological268

closing operation (without impacting the location of the flood extent) to flood269

fill vegetation and buildings.270

4. Flood map evaluation methods271

The following subsections detail a new spatial scale-selective approach to272

forecast flood map evaluation. The Fraction Skill Score (FSS) developed by273

Roberts and Lean (2008) for validation of convective precipitation forecasts274

in atmospheric science uses a neighbourhood approach to determine the scale275

at which the forecast becomes skilful. Dey et al. (2016) developed this ap-276

proach to determine an agreement scale between an ensemble forecast and277

observations at each grid cell to add location specific information. Here we278
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extend the technique to apply it to the new application of flood inundation279

mapping, and further develop a novel categorical scale map that combines280

an agreement scale map with a conventional contingency map.281

4.1. Spatial scale-selective approach282

Initially, the observed flood extent derived from SAR data is re-scaled to283

match the forecast flood map grid size using spline interpolation and both284

are converted into binary fields. A threshold approach is determined for the285

situation. For a flood map verification of spatial skill, the simplest example286

applied here is to assign each grid cell as flooded (1) or unflooded (0) for287

the whole domain. Alternative future threshold approaches for flood inun-288

dation maps could include applying thresholds to water depth percentiles.289

The location of the flood-edge cells can be extracted from the observed and290

modelled binary flood maps.291

292

Given a domain of interest, we number all of the grid cells according to293

their spatial coordinates (i, j), i = 1 . . . Nx and j = 1 . . . Ny where Nx is the294

number of columns in the domain andNy is the number of rows. For each grid295

cell a square of length n forms an n⇥n neighbourhood surrounding the grid296

cell. The fraction of 1s in the square neighbourhood is calculated for each grid297

cell. This creates two fields of fractions over the domain for both the forecast298

Mnij and observed Onij data. The fraction fields are compared against one299

another to calculate the mean squared error (MSE) for the neighbourhood300

MSEn =
1

NxNy

NxX

i=1

NyX

j=1

[Onij �Mnij]
2
. (1)
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Based on the fractions calculated for the model and observed fields a worst301

possible MSE is calculated302

MSEn(ref) =
1

NxNy

NxX

i=1

NyX

j=1

[O2
nij +M

2
nij]. (2)

The FSS is given by303

FSSn = 1� MSEn

MSEn(ref)
. (3)

Figure 4 illustrates an example of the FSS application at grid level (n = 1)304

and at the next neighbourhood size n = 3. In this simple example, there is305

no agreement between the model and observation at grid level but at n = 3,306

the skill score improves to 0.92.307

Figure 4: FSS (see subsection 4.1 for calculation details) example applied to a binary

flooded (1) / unflooded (0) field at grid scale (yellow box, n = 1) and a 3 x 3 neighbourhood

(black box, n = 3). The observed SAR-derived forecast is in turquoise and the forecast is

shown in blue.
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In general, the FSS is calculated for each length of neighbourhood n. For308

a given neighbourhood size an FSS of 1 is said to have perfect skill and 0309

means no skill. The FSS will increase as n increases up to an asymptote310

(see Fig. 3 from Roberts and Lean (2008)). If there is no model bias across311

the whole domain of interest (observed and forecast flooded areas are the312

same) then the asymptotic fraction skill score (AFSS) at n = 2N � 1, where313

N is the number of points along the longest side of the domain, will equal314

1. Plotting FSS against spatial scale can indicate a range of scales where315

the model is deemed to be the most useful. This usefulness is a trade-o↵316

between being too smooth (larger n) or too fine, where the forecast skill317

is lost and the computation time lengthy. The gradient of the FSS curve318

versus neighbourhood size is another indicator of forecast skill with respect319

to spatial scale. A steeper gradient indicates more rapidly improving skill320

over smaller grid sizes compared with a flatter curve, indicating a much wider321

neighbourhood is required to reach the same skill score. A target FSS score322

(FSST ) is defined as323

FSST � 0.5 +
fo

2
, (4)

where f0 is the fraction of flood observed across the whole domain of interest324

and can be thought of as being equidistant between the skill of a random325

forecast and perfect skill. FSST will vary depending on the magnitude of326

the observed flood, relative to the domain area. This allows the comparison327

of the FSST scale across di↵erent domain sizes and floods of di↵erent mag-328

nitudes.329

330

The scale reached at FSST can tell us the displacement distance (DT )331
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between the observed and forecast flood, or more meaningfully the flood-edge332

locations. As the flood-edge represents a very small fraction of the domain,333

the scale at FSST will tend to 2DT , meaning the displacement distance is334

half of this scale (see Figure 4 in Roberts and Lean (2008)).335

336

It has been shown by Skok and Roberts (2016) that care must be taken337

when calculating the FSS near to the domain boundary. After considering338

three di↵erent ways of treating the boundary, the authors concluded that339

as long as the domain was su�ciently large, relative to the spatial errors,340

then the boundary e↵ect could be considered to be insignificant. For flood341

mapping verification purposes the domain area should be selected to include342

the area of interest (e.g. the floodplain) with the neighbourhoods considered343

extending beyond the domain at the boundary. This assumes that the obser-344

vations available allow this. If this is not that case then another boundary345

methods could be applied, such as cropping at the domain edge.346

4.2. Location dependent agreement scales347

The FSS gives an overall domain averaged measure of forecast perfor-348

mance and an average minimum scale at which the forecast is deemed skil-349

ful. Dey et al. (2016) describe a method for calculating an agreement scale350

at each grid cell located at coordinate position (i, j). A brief summary of351

the method is presented here. Two fields are considered f1ij and f2ij. In this352

application these are the forecast and observed fields. In alternative applica-353

tions the method could be applied to measure similarity between members354

of an ensemble. The fields in this instance are not required to be thresholded355

and can be applied to flood depths. The aim is to find a minimum neigh-356
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bourhood size (or scale) for every grid point such that there is an agreement357

between f1ij and f2ij. This is known as the agreement scale Sij. The rela-358

tionship between the agreement scale and the neighbourhood size described359

in Section 4.1 is given by Sij = (n� 1)/2.360

Firstly, all grid points are compared by calculating the relative MSE D
S
ij361

at the grid scale, S = 0 (n = 1),362

D
S
ij =

(fS
1ij � f

S
2ij)

2

(fS
1ij)

2 + (fS
2ij)

2
. (5)

If f1ij = 0 and f2ij = 0 (both dry) then D
S
ij = 0 (correct at grid level). Note363

that DS
ij varies from zero to 1. The fields are considered to be in agreement364

at the scale being tested if:365

D
S
ij  D

Sij

crit,ij where D
S
crit,ij = ↵ + (1� ↵)

S

Slim
(6)

and Slim is a predetermined, fixed maximum scale. The parameter value ↵366

is chosen to indicate the acceptable bias at grid level such that 0  ↵  1.367

Here we set ↵ = 0 (no background bias). If DS
ij � D

S
crit,ij then the next368

neighbourhood size up is considered (S = 1, a 3 by 3 square). The process369

continues with increasingly larger neighbourhoods until the agreement scale,370

or Slim is reached for every cell in the domain of interest. The agreement371

scale at each grid cell is then mapped onto the domain of interest.372

4.3. Categorical scale map373

Currently, the agreement scale map proposed by Dey et al. (2016) pro-374

vides a location-specific scale of agreement between the forecast and observed375

flood map. However, it does not show whether the model is over- or under-376

predicting the flood extent. In our work, we develop the agreement scale377
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map further by combining with a contingency map for the forecast to create378

a new categorical scale map. This highlights the agreement scale for areas379

of over- or under-prediction. In a contingency map, each cell in the forecast380

and observed flood map are compared and classified using a contingency ta-381

ble (Table 1). The categories are re-classified numerically in the array for382

automated updating of the agreement scale map. Over-predicted cells (B)383

are set to -1, under-predicted cells (C) are set to +1, correctly predicted384

flooded cells (A) are assigned NaN and correctly predicted unflooded cells385

are set to 0. The array element-wise product of the agreement scale map and386

the numerical contingency map produces the new categorical scale map.387

Table 1: Contingency table (based on Stephens et al. (2014)).

Forecast flooded Forecast unflooded

Observed flooded A (correct wet) C (under-prediction/miss)

Observed unflooded B (over-prediction/false

alarm)

D (correct dry)

4.4. Binary performance measures388

It has been suggested by Cloke and Pappenberger (2008) that a range of389

performance measures should be applied so that a forecast can be assessed as390

rigorously as possible. A selection of commonly applied binary performance391

measures, each focusing on a di↵erent aspect of performance have been in-392

cluded here for comparison with the Fraction Skill Score results. Following393

the application of a contingency table (Table 1) to the forecast flood map, a394

number of binary performance measures can be calculated (Table 2). Table395

2 describes the range of performance value, the ideal score and a description396
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of which aspects of the forecast flood map performance each binary measure397

assesses.398

5. Results and discussion399

We illustrate and discuss our new method applied to the flood event in400

subsection 5.1 and 5.2. The scale-selective approach is applied to an extreme401

flooding event in the UK to determine a useful/skilful spatial scale for both402

the entire flood extent and the flood-edge location for three domains out403

to 10-days lead time. An example forecast flood map for 0-day lead time404

compared with the SAR-derived flood map is presented as a contingency405

map in Figure 5. The zoomed in perspective shows the double penalty impact406

described in Section 1. The discrepancy at the flood-edge depends on the407

spatial scale of the forecast flood maps along with the model performance.408

Next, in subsection 5.3 location specific agreement scales are presented on409

categorical scale maps. The final subsection 5.4 addresses the question of410

the impact of representation error caused by variations in SAR-derived flood411

map spatial resolution on the evaluation results.412

5.1. Spatial scale variability of forecast flood extent and flood-edge location413

An evaluation of the spatial skill of the Flood Foresight forecast flood414

maps against the SAR-derived flood map for the flood peak on the 17th415

February 2020 has been calculated for each domain (Fig. 1) for both the en-416

tire flood extent and the flood-edge location. The Fraction Skill Score (FSS)417

is applied to increasing neighbourhood sizes (n) to determine the spatial scale418

at which the forecast becomes skilful at capturing the observed flood. Fig-419

ure 6 shows FSS against n for one example, the River Lugg (domain C) for420
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Table 2: Binary performance measures and formula based on contingency Table 1.

Performance measure Formula Description [range min,

range max, perfect score]

Bias A+B
A+C [0, 1, 1] 1 implies forecast

and observed flooded areas

are equal > 1 indicates

over-prediction, < 1

indicates under-prediction

Critical Success

Index/Threat score F
<2>

(CSI)

A
A+B+C [0, 1, 1] Fraction correct of

observed and forecast

flooded cells

F
<1> Proportion correct A+D

A+B+C+D [0, 1, 1] Proportion correct

(wet and dry) of total

domain area

F
<3> A�C

A+B+C [-1, 1, 1] Score reduced by

over-prediction

F
<4> A�B

A+B+C [-1, 1, 1] Score reduced by

under-prediction

False Alarm Rate (FAR) B
B+D [0, 1, 0] Proportion of

over-prediction of dry areas

Hit Rate (HR) A
A+C [0, 1, 1] Fraction correct of

observed flooded area

Pierce Skill Score (PSS) HR� FAR [-1, 1, 1] Incorporates both

under and over-prediction
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Figure 5: Left panel: contingency map of a 0-day lead time forecast verses the HASARD

SAR-derived flood map for the Wye valley indicates the model is predicting the flood

extent accurately, including the position of the flood-edge. Right panel: Zoom of yellow

box on the left panel. On closer inspection, at grid level, the flood-edge in many places is

over- or under-predicted by around one grid length. Base map from Google Maps.

the entire flood (a) and the flood-edge (b). Each line represents a di↵erent421

model run date from the 10/02/2020 (7-day lead time) to the 17/02/2020422

(0-day lead time). With the exception of the 7-day lead time, all forecasts423

for the whole flood (Fig. 6a) exceed the FSST at grid level (n = 1) with424

gradually improving skill as n increases. In contrast to this, the FSS applied425

to the flood-edge (Fig. 6b) shows all forecasts below FSST at grid level and426

n = 3 with the skill increasing more rapidly compared with the whole flood427

to reach FSST at n = 5 for all run dates within a 5-day lead time (except for428

16/02/2020, which is just below FSST ). This indicates that the flood-edge429
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is forecast to be around 62.5 m from the observed flood-edge, on average,430

for a 5-day lead time. The di↵erence between the gradients of the plots in-431

dicate the flood-edge is more sensitive to changes in spatial scale compared432

with evaluation of the whole flooded area. The whole flood verification here433

indicates a strong model performance. However, verifying the whole flood434

alone could mask the flood-edge location performance, which in this case has435

a coarser scale at FSST . Similar trends in FSS with neighbourhood size and436

comparisons between the entire flood and the flood-edge verification scales437

are found for all domains. The rate of FSS increase, or FSS gradient with438

n, tells us how quickly the forecast skill improves with increasing scale. A439

more spatially accurate forecast of the flood-edge will demonstrate a steeper440

gradient, reaching FSST at a smaller neighbourhood size.441

Figure 6: FSS calculated for the River Lugg at Lugwardine for (a) entire flood extent and

(b) the flood-edge for increasing neighbourhood sizes for daily forecast lead times up to 7

days.
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5.2. Comparison of spatial scales at di↵ering lead times and domain location442

The performance measures for each domain for daily lead times out to 10443

days are presented in Figure 7. The FSS at n = 1, 3, and 5 are shown along444

with Critical Success Index (CSI), Hit Rate (HR), Pierce Skill Score (PSS)445

and the Bias (see Table 2 for definitions). The Bias score is an indicator446

of over- or under-prediction of the flood extent and is plotted on a separate447

axis to account for the larger range. For lead times within 5-days of the448

flood peak, FSS > 0.8 for the entire flooded area at grid level for the River449

Wye (domain A) indicates a strong model performance (Fig. 7a). There is a450

dip in the FSS on the 16/02/2020 where the forecast over-predicts the flood451

extent. This is also reflected in the CSI score. In contrast to this the HR and452

PSS increase, despite the over-prediction, as more observed flood cells are453

correctly predicted wet. We note that the PSS (HR - FAR) does account for454

over-prediction, however the FAR is the fraction of the dry area incorrectly455

predicted wet, which is very small relative to the HR (0.03 versus 0.90). Val-456

idation of the River Wye flood-edge (Fig. 7b) is more sensitive to changes457

in neighbourhood size compared with the whole flood validation. Here the458

flood-edge is very well forecast in terms of spatial location and exceeds FSST459

at n = 3 (on average, 37.5 m displacement) for a 5-day lead time (except for460

1-day lead time where FSST is exceeded at n = 5). As shown previously in461

Subsection 5.1, the forecast of the River Lugg flood-edge is skilful at n = 5462

(Fig. 7f) (on average, 62.5 m displacement) for a 5-day lead time. Di↵erences463

in the hydrological characteristics might explain di↵erences in model perfor-464

mance. The Wye valley flood plain is well defined with distinctive valley465

sides and this event proved to be valley filling in contrast to the Lugg flood466
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plain which is relatively flat and extensive. This could explain the increased467

skill shown for the prediction of the Wye flood-edge. The average observed468

flood top width for the Lugg (domain C) is 740 m and for the Wye (domain469

A) 430 m. This gives a flood-edge displacement as a fraction of the flood top470

width of 7.4% for the Lugg and 7.8% for the Wye.471

472
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Figure 7: Conventional binary performance measures (dashed lines) and FSS (solid lines)

at n = 1, 3, and 5 for each domain for both the whole flooded area and the flood-edge

for daily lead times out to 10 days for the River Wye (domain A, (a) and (b), Hereford

(domain B, (c) and (d)) and the River Lugg (domain C, (e) and (f). Plots on the left show

the verification scores applied to the entire flood extent and plots on the right show the

flood-edge scores.
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There is more variation in skilful scale with lead time evident for the Wye473

at Hereford (domain B) in Figure 7c and d compared with domain A and474

C. To achieve the same FSS for the whole flood as domain A and C up to a475

5-day lead time, the neighbourhood size would need to exceed n = 5. The476

model is over-predicting the flood extent, in particular on the 16/02/2020477

(1-day) lead time. This overprediction at 1-day lead time is evident for all478

domains as can be seen in the Bias scores but the impact of this is most479

noticeable at Hereford. Hereford has more complex topography compared to480

the other domains, particularly along the river bank with bridges, buildings,481

permanent and temporary flood defences deployed during the event a↵ecting482

the flow of the flood wave through the city. The maps used in the simulation483

library of Flood Foresight are produced using a bare-earth DTM. Despite484

this, the model performs well, exceeding FSST at n = 5 at the 5-day and485

2-day lead times for the flood-edge forecast.486

487

Overall, the FSS indicates a similar trend in performance across all results488

as the commonly applied CSI. The value of FSST is determined by the489

magnitude of the observed flood, which means the skilful scale determined490

at FSST can be meaningfully compared across the domains. The skilful scale491

of the forecast flood-edge location gives an average discrepancy distance. A492

physically meaningful evaluation measure provides additional information493

compared to a conventional verification score.494

5.3. Categorical scale maps495

Location dependent categorical scale maps (Subsection 4.3) have been496

calculated for all run dates for both the entire flooded area and the flood-497
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edge. Figure 8 shows categorical scale maps for the whole flood for three498

di↵erent lead times for each domain, longer lead times are on the left. The499

run dates vary with domain to present the most informative maps such500

that variation in forecast skill can be seen across the di↵erent lead times.501

The colours on the map indicate grid cell specific agreement scales (Subsec-502

tion 4.2) between the forecast flood map and the SAR-derived flood map.503

Grey/white regions indicate correctly predicted flooded/unflooded cells, red504

shows the forecast flood extent is under-predicted (miss) and blue indicates505

over-prediction (false alarm). Increasingly darker shades of red/blue show506

that larger scales were needed for the agreement criteria to be met. The dark-507

est blue at S = 10 indicates a total mismatch between forecast and observed508

flooding. The addition of the agreement scale information in comparison to a509

conventional contingency map (for an example, see Fig. 5) quickly highlights510

regions of total mismatch through the darkest shading, with areas that are511

slightly misaligned in lighter shades. The agreement scale indicated gives a512

physical measure of distance at specific locations between the forecast and513

the observed flood map (where S < Slim).514

515

The location specific skilful scale varies with location and lead time as516

indicated on the categorical scale maps. For a 7-day lead time forecast for517

the River Wye (Fig. 8a), the model is indicating some flooding could occur,518

although under-estimating the total extent as show by the darkest red areas,519

which show the limits of the agreement scale have been reached. By 5-days520

lead time the forecast is in very close agreement with the observed flood at521

grid level (in grey) with larger agreement scales indicated by red/blue shad-522
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Figure 8: Categorical scale maps for each domain at various lead times (lt). Red indicates

where the forecast flood extent is under-predicted, blue indicates over-prediction. The

shading indicates the agreement scale, a measure of distance between the forecast and

observed flood maps. Grey areas are correctly predicted flooded, white areas are correctly

predicted unflooded. Each grid cell represents 25 m x 25 m for all domains. (Note: rd

(forecast run date) varies between location, all dates have been evaluated and the most

illustrative maps selected.)

ing along some of the flood-edge locations (Fig. 8b) and a balance between523

under- and over-prediction. Over-prediction is more evident by 1-day lead524

time for the River Wye (Fig. 8c). The Hereford forecast is most skilful on525

the 12th February (Fig. 8d) with over-prediction, particularly towards the526

southwest at 3-day and 1-day lead times (Fig. 8e and f). A small stream527

running southwards to the Wye, the Eign Brook, could be contributing to the528
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over-prediction seen here. It is also worth mentioning that SAR will struggle529

to detect flood waters where buildings are closer together when the distance530

between them is less than the ground resolution of the SAR. Shadow and531

layover e↵ects due to the side-looking nature of the SAR also mean flood532

detection is more di�cult in urban areas (Mason et al., 2021a). This will533

likely only impact a small area of the Hereford domain but this observation534

uncertainty should be considered when interpreting these results. There is535

an area of under-prediction of the flood extent in the centre of the Hereford536

domain visible at all lead times. This could be due to surface water flooding,537

which most likely occurred due to the very high intensity rainfall observed.538

This combined with the urban area and steeply sloping gradient to the north539

of this area most likely contributed to rapid surface water runo↵ towards the540

river. Since Flood Foresight is a fluvial flooding forecast system we would541

not expect surface water flooding such as this to be predicted.542

543

Flood Foresight selects multiple flood maps and stitches them together544

when the return period threshold is exceeded for a given area. The Hereford545

section of the Wye does not trigger a flood map selection until a 5-day lead546

time, this area also influences part of the River Lugg flood map and can be547

seen as a mismatch on the lower left hand side of Figure 8g and h. Once548

this is included the forecast flood map is in very good agreement from a 5-549

day lead time. There are areas that could be further improved, indicated by550

the lighter shading (Fig. 8i). An acceptable level of agreement scale could551

be determined for a given situation, for example n < 5, and e↵orts made552

to understand/improve larger agreement scales at specific locations. These553
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improvements might include changes to infrastructure included in the DTM554

used in the hydraulic modelling, for example.555

5.4. SAR-derived flood map scale variation556

Here we address the question of how varying spatial resolution of SAR-557

derived flood maps a↵ects the scale selective skill scores. SAR-derived flood558

maps produced using a CART classifier in GEE at spatial resolutions from559

5 m to 100 m are re-scaled by 0-order spline interpolation (ndimage.zoom,560

2021; Briand and Monasse, 2018) to match the model resolution (25 m) and561

compared to the forecast flood map for the River Lugg (5-day lead time). A562

comparison of the GEE flood map against the HASARD flood map, both at563

20 m spatial scale produce almost identical verification scores for all perfor-564

mance measures for the River Lugg (�FSS < 0.01).565

566

The 25 m GEE flood map is taken to be the reference flood extent. The567

impact of higher or lower scale flood observation on over/under-prediction of568

the flood extent can be evaluated by comparing the di↵erence between higher569

resolution (HR) flood maps (5, 10 and 20 m) with the reference map, and570

lower resolution (LR) flood maps (30, 50, 75, and 100 m) with the reference571

map. The results presented in Table 3 are calculated by comparing the flood572

maps using the contingency table (Table 1). Overall, the HR maps show a573

higher percentage agreement with the reference map relative to the LR maps.574

Higher resolution flood maps (5 or 10 m) show speckling or noise away from575

the main flood extent, which contributes to their over-estimation (relative576

to under-estimation) of the extent. Conversely, a coarser image will lead to577

additional under-estimation of the flood extent (relative to over-estimation)578
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and a greater overall proportional error compared to higher resolution maps.579

580

Table 3: Comparison of SAR-derived flood map at various spatial resolutions against the

SAR-derived 25 m reference flood map. The di↵erence between the SAR-derived flood

map and the reference map was calculated to determine the over- and under-estimation.

Spatial

resolution

(m)

Agreement

(%)

Over-

estimation

(%)

Under-

estimation

(%)

Estimation

tendency

5 94.87 2.72 2.41 over

10 94.16 3.94 1.90 over

20 95.02 2.65 2.33 over

30 94.16 2.92 2.91 balanced

50 89.65 4.45 5.90 under

75 90.22 3.46 6.32 under

100 84.8 4.86 10.33 under

The impact of di↵ering SAR flood map spatial scales along with errors due581

to interpolation on model verification can be seen in the agreement scale maps582

(Fig. 9). Along the northern flood-edge, the apparent emphasis changes583

from model under-prediction (red) in (a) to (e), to over-prediction (blue) in584

(f) to (h). The resulting skill scores for the same 5-day forecast flood map585

against the initial SAR-derived flood map scale are displayed in Figure 10.586

The highest skill scores are achieved for the whole flood verification when587

the SAR-derived flood map is produced at the same scale as the model.588

This requires no additional interpolation. A slight increase or decrease in589

observation scale from this by 5 m reduces the forecast skill score. The590
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apparent model skill drops more significantly beyond an observation scale591

of 50 m and this is more evident in the whole flood compared to the flood-592

edge verification. The skilful scale of the flood-edge (Fig. 10b) remains at593

n = 5 until it exceeds this when the SAR-derived flood map resolution is594

greater than 80 m. Observation scale selection and re-scaling along with595

interpolation errors must be considered when evaluating model performance,596

particularly where model or observation scales vary in space and time, or597

where comparisons are made across di↵erent models.598

Figure 9: SAR-derived flood maps produced at di↵erent spatial resolutions (5 m to 100

m) are re-scaled to the model grid size (25 m) before categorical scale maps are calculated

for the River Lugg (C), rd 12th Feb.
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Figure 10: SAR-derived flood maps at di↵erent spatial resolutions (5 m to 100 m) are

re-scaled to the model grid size (25 m) before verification scores are calculated for the

whole flood (a) and the flood-edge (b).

6. Conclusions599

Overall, the aim of this paper was to introduce and apply a new scale-600

selective approach to forecast flood map evaluation with an emphasis on pro-601

viding a physically meaningful verification of the flood-edge location. The602

skilful spatial scale for comparison of forecast flood inundation maps against603

SAR-derived observed flood extent has been evaluated by the application of604

the Fraction Skill Score: this provides a domain averaged skilful scale. The605

verification measure has been applied to a forecast of an extreme flood event606

in the UK on the River Wye and the River Lugg following Storm Dennis in607

February 2020. Flood Foresight inundation predictions with lead times out608

to 10 days are evaluated against a Sentinel-1 SAR-derived flood map cap-609

tured close to the flood peak for three domains, each di↵ering in hydrological610

characteristics. Conventional binary performance measures were calculated611

alongside the FSS for comparison. Flood-edge verification shows greater sen-612
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sitivity to changes in forecast skill and spatial scale, relative to verification of613

the entire flood extent. The skilful scale determined is physically meaningful614

and can be used to estimate the average flood-edge discrepancy from the ob-615

served flood-edge. The observed flood map spatial resolution relative to the616

model scale is important and re-scaling and interpolation errors will impact617

the model verification scores. Ideally, the observed flood map should be de-618

rived at the same spatial scale as the forecast model to minimise these errors.619

620

In operational practice the scale at which the forecast flood maps are621

presented to forecasters and decision makers should reflect the uncertainty622

within the forecast. Very high resolution flood maps can be presented where623

a detailed DTM is available. If this is presented as a deterministic forecast624

to flood risk management teams, it could lead to an over confidence in the625

forecast, or where the actual observed flood magnitude is di↵erent, the fore-626

cast may be devalued in the future (Speight et al., 2021). Application of a627

spatial-scale approach to forecast evaluation can determine the scale at which628

it is best to present the forecast flood map. Conversely, if the model is found629

to be skilful at grid level, there is scope to increase the flood map resolu-630

tion adding more detail to the flood-edge location. Improvements made to631

hydrodynamic models, such as through data assimilation to improve inputs,632

initial conditions or model parameters may not improve the forecast flood-633

edge location at grid level. However, improvements may be evident through634

evaluation using FSS across a range of scales. Categorical scale maps are a635

useful evaluation and forecasting tool, adding location specific detail. Model636

improvements can be spatially targeted and as improvements are made, the637
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categorical scale map will highlight location specific changes. For example,638

the categorical scale maps for Hereford indicate the local infrastructure (in639

particular bridges) impact the movement of the flood wave, which suggests640

a digital surface model (DSM) would be beneficial in urban areas.641

642

The spatial-scale approach will also prove a useful tool in multi-model643

performance comparisons where forecast flood maps are presented at di↵er-644

ent spatial resolutions or to evaluate the performance of an increase in model645

resolution. Evaluating a skilful scale for each model can be compared di-646

rectly whereas the skill score values should not be compared across models647

with di↵erent spatial scales (Emerton et al., 2016). These methods will also648

benefit surface water flooding verification where the flood map is likely to649

be localised and discrete and accounting for variations in spatial skill more650

critical. An improved approach to evaluating forecast flood maps will result651

in improved accuracy in the predictions of flooding. Ultimately, this will652

benefit disaster management teams and those living in flood prone areas to653

enable future mitigation of flooding impacts.654
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